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Bright stars from the world above you
Bright dreams from the world inside
Bright scenes scattered all around you
And each scene shows you who you are

It's all the same when you think about it
Not much to say and I don't much mind
I like today, there's a gleam about it
That shows the way to who knows what you'll find

I know it could all fall for you
I know 'cause it's all beautiful
I know it could all fall for you
Hey yeah yeah it's only natural

And here we are on the gold gray beach
With the sun and the sand and the waves at our feet
And there are a million grains and like diamonds they
glisten
To the sound of our days while the old breeze listens

I know it could all fall for you
I know 'cause it's all beautiful
Hey yeah it is only natural
Yeah yeah it's all beautiful
Oh look at that
Hey look at that

Well, it reminds me of the place you showed me
I know it was you
Yeah it reminds me of the thing you told me
I know it was true

I know this won't last forever
But I'm happy now, yeah I feel much better

Something in the sky tells me I could be happy
Something in your eye makes me feel sort of carefree
Something in the sky tells me I could be happy
Something in your eye makes me feel sort of carefree

Sometimes life can all fall for you
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Yeah yeah yeah sometimes it's all true
I know it can all fall for you
Yeah yeah yeah it's all beautiful
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